Let P be a graded poset. Assume that x 1 ; y; x m are elements of rank k and y 1 ; y; y m are elements of rank l for some kol: Further suppose x i py i ; for 1pipm: Lehman and Ron (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 94 (2001) 399) proved that, if P is the subset lattice, then there exist m disjoint skipless chains in P that begin with the x's and end at the y's. One complication is that it may not be possible to have the chains respect the original matching and hence, in the constructed set of chains, x i and y i may not be in the same chain. In this paper, by introducing a new matching property for posets, called shadow-matching, we show that the same property holds for a much larger class of posets including the divisor lattice, the subspace lattice, the lattice of partitions of a finite set, the intersection poset of a central hyperplane arrangement, the face lattice of a convex polytope, the lattice of noncrossing partitions, and any geometric lattice.
Introduction
Let ðP; pÞ be a graded poset, and, for some kol; assume that A and B consist of elements of P of rank k and l; respectively. Assume that there is a bijective matching f : A-B; in other words, there is a bijective map f : A-B such that, for all xAA; we have xpfðxÞ: Can we find jAj disjoint skipless chains in P which start with elements of A and end with elements of B? If the answer is always yes we say that the poset has the Lehman-Ron property because Lehman and Ron [9] proved this property in the special case where P is the subset lattice. Recall that the subset lattice-also called the Boolean lattice-is the poset of subsets of a finite set ordered by inclusion and a chain in a poset P is a collection of elements x 1 ; y; x n AP such that x 1 px 2 p?px n : Such a chain, in a graded poset, is called skipless or saturated, if, for 2pipn; the rank of x i is one more than the rank of x iÀ1 :
Even in the case of the subset lattice the situation is more complicated than it may seem at first. An example of Kleitman (quoted in Lehman and Ron [9] ) shows that it may not be possible to have the chains go from xAA to fðxÞAB and, thus, the process of constructing the chains may involve the creation of a new matching between A and B:
In this paper we show that a much larger collection of posets that include the divisor lattice, the subspace lattice, the lattice of partitions of a finite set, the intersection poset of a central hyperplane arrangement, the face lattice of a convex polytope, the lattice of noncrossing partitions, and any geometric lattice have the Lehman-Ron property. In fact, we define a new class of posets-called shadowmatching posets-for which the Lehman-Ron property holds. In addition, we show that the product of two shadow-matching posets is shadow-matching and that any lattice which contains no interval in the form of a chain of length two is shadowmatching. From these we conclude that the class of shadow-matching posets is a rich one that includes the well known examples mentioned above. Thus, even though there are many examples of posets that are not shadow-matching and yet have the Lehman-Ron property (see Fig. 3 ), it seems that shadow-matching is a useful new matching property for posets.
Given the list of posets that have the Lehman-Ron property, it is tempting to consider the poset of subgroups of an abelian group ordered by inclusion. Since the poset of subgroups of a cyclic group is isomorphic to a divisor lattice and the poset of subgroups of an elementary abelian group is isomorphic to a subspace lattice, it follows from our results that the poset of subgroups of a cyclic group or an elementary abelian group are both shadow-matching and hence have the Lehman-Ron property. On the other hand, it is easy to see that the Lehman-Ron property, and hence shadow-matching, fails for the poset of subgroups of Z=2Z Â Z=2Z Â Z=4Z: This group has seven subgroups of order 2 and seven subgroups of order 8. Even though one can find a bijective matching between these, it is impossible to find seven disjoint skipless chains from the subgroups of order 2 to those of order 8.
Shadow-matching posets
In this section we define a new matching property for posets called shadowmatching and show that a rich collection of posets have this property. In particular,
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we show that the product of two shadow-matching posets is shadow-matching and every lattice with no interval in the form of a chain of length 2 is shadow-matching.
Let ðP; pÞ be a graded poset, and let R k ðPÞ denote the set of all elements of rank k: For sets A; BDP; a matching from A to B is a map f : A-B such that either: for all xAA; we have xpfðxÞ; or for all xAA; we have xXfðxÞ: We use the notation DðxÞ for the shadow of x; that is DðxÞ ¼ fyAP j x covers yg: Likewise, rðxÞ denotes the shade of x; i.e., rðxÞ ¼ fyAP j y covers xg: We are now ready to define the main object of the paper, shadow-matching posets: Definition 1. Let P be a graded poset. Then P is shadow-matching if, for all xAP and all yADðxÞ;
(1) There is an injective matching f : DðyÞ-DðxÞ; and (2) There is an injective matching c : rðxÞ-rðyÞ:
Remark 2. Note that shadow-matching is preserved when taking the dual of a poset.
Remark 3. By applying the given condition recursively and composing the resulting maps, we obtain injective matchings DðyÞ-DðxÞ and rðxÞ-rðyÞ whenever ypx:
If A and B are subsets of a poset P; then the interval ½A; B is defined by ½A; B ¼ fxAP j apxpb for some aAA and bABg: Proposition 4. Let P be a shadow-matching poset, and let A; BDP be any subsets. Then the interval ½A; B is also a shadow-matching poset.
Proof. Let x; yA½A; B with x covering y: There is an injective matching f : DðyÞ-DðxÞ: Now if zADðyÞ-½A; B; then fðzÞA½z; xD½A; B; and so f restricts to an injective matching fj ½A;B : DðyÞ-½A; B-DðxÞ-½A; B: The dual argument gives an injective matching c : rðxÞ-rðyÞ: & Theorem 5. Let P and Q be posets. Then P Â Q is shadow-matching if and only if P and Q are both shadow-matching.
Proof. ð)Þ: Fix qAQ; and let MaxðPÞ and MinðPÞ be the set of maximal and minimal elements, respectively, in P: Then PC½MinðPÞ Â fqg; MaxðPÞ Â fqg is shadow-matching by Proposition 4. Similarly, Q is shadow-matching.
ð(Þ: Consider ðx 1 ; x 2 ÞAP Â Q: We see that
Consider ðy 1 ; x 2 ÞADðx 1 Þ Â fx 2 g: Since P is shadow-matching, we have an injective matching f P :
Now define a map l :
It is straightforward to check that this is an injective matching. Similarly for ðx 1 ; y 2 ÞAfx 1 g Â Dðx 2 Þ; we define m : Dðx 1 ; y 2 Þ-Dðx 1 ; x 2 Þ by
where f Q : Dðy 2 Þ-Dðx 2 Þ in Q: This verifies condition 1 of the shadow-matching definition. The dual argument shows that condition 2 also holds. &
Recall that the divisor lattice is the poset of divisors of an integer ordered by divisibility (that is apb if a divides b) and, as a poset, is isomorphic to a product of chains or to the multiset lattice, that is the submultisets of a multiset ordered by inclusion.
Corollary 6. The divisor lattice (and in particular the subset lattice) is shadowmatching.
Proof. Clearly chains are shadow-matching. By Theorem 5, every product of chains is shadow-matching. These posets are precisely the divisor lattices, including the Boolean lattice as the special case where all chains are of size two. & A lattice P is called complemented if for every xAP there exists yAP with x4y ¼ 0 and x3y ¼ 1; where 0 and 1 are the unique minimal and maximal elements of P: P is called relatively complemented if, for each pair x; yAP; the interval ½x; y is complemented (see Stanley [14, p. 104 
]).
Theorem 7. If P is a lattice which contains no interval in the form of a chain of length 2, then P is shadow-matching. In particular, relatively complemented lattices are shadow-matching.
Proof. Let xAP and yADðxÞ: For zADðyÞ; the interval ½z; x is not a chain of length 2; thus there exists some wA½z; x\fx; y; zg: Choose fðzÞ to be any such w: This certainly defines a matching from DðyÞ to DðxÞ; and the only question is injectivity. If z 1 ; z 2 ADðyÞ; then it is clear that z i ¼ y4fðz i Þ; from which injectivity follows. Condition 2 follows by the dual argument. & Recall that the subspace lattice is the poset of subspaces of a finite-dimensional vector space over a finite field ordered by inclusion. It is easy to see that the subspace lattice is relatively complemented and hence is shadow matching. More generally a geometric lattice is a finite semi-modular lattice which is relatively complemented. Recall that a finite graded lattice L is semi-modular if, for all x; yAL; the sum of the ranks of x and y is no less than the sum of the ranks of x3y and x4y: Examples of geometric lattices include the subset lattice, the subspace lattice, the partition lattice (see Stanley [14, p. 105] ), and the intersection poset of a central hyperplane arrangement (see Orlik and Terao [11, Lemma 2.3] ). Recall that the partition lattice is the poset of partitions of a finite set ordered by refinement. A central hyperplane arrangement A K is a finite set of subspaces of dimension c À 1 in a vector space of dimension c over an arbitrary field K: The intersection poset of A K is the poset of non-empty intersections of elements of A K ordered by reverse inclusion. We thus have Corollary 8. Every geometric lattice is shadow-matching. In particular, the subset lattice, the subspace lattice, the partition lattice, and the intersection poset of a central hyperplane arrangement are all shadow-matching.
Our next example of a shadow-matching poset is the face lattice of a convex polytope which we will now define following Ziegler [15] .
d is a bounded intersection of closed halfspaces in
Let P be a convex polytope in R d and let c be a row vector of d real numbers and c 0 AR: If every point xAP satisfies the inequality cxpc 0 then we say that this linear inequality is valid for P: Given a valid linear inequality cxpc 0 of P; the set of all points yAP with cy ¼ c 0 is called a face of P: The face lattice of a convex polytope P is the poset of all faces of P ordered by inclusion. For every convex polytope, the face lattice is a graded lattice [15, Theorem 2.7] . Fig. 1 is the face lattice of a convex pentagon. We can now state:
Corollary 9. The face lattice of a convex polytope is shadow-matching.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, part (iii) of Ziegler [15] , every interval of length 2 in the face lattice of a convex polytope is a Boolean lattice of order 2 and not a chain. & Next we show that the lattice of noncrossing partitions is shadow-matching. A partition of the set ½n ¼ f1; 2; y; ng is noncrossing if whenever four elements ARTICLE IN PRESS 1paobocodpn are such that a and c are in the same block and b and d are in the same block, then in fact the two parts coincide and all four elements are in the same block. The poset of all noncrossing partitions of ½n ordered by refinement is denoted by NC n : NC n is a graded lattice and is called the noncrossing partition lattice (see Kreweras [7] , Simion and Ullman [12] , and Simion [13] ).
Corollary 10. The lattice of noncrossing partitions is shadow-matching.
Proof. Assume s and t are noncrossing partitions of ½n; sot; and rank of t is two more than the rank of s: We claim that the interval ½s; t in NC n cannot be a chain of length 2. This completes the proof by Theorem 7. The noncrossing partitions of ½n are ordered by refinement and the rank of an element is n minus the number of its blocks. Hence s is obtained from t by either splitting one block into three new blocks or by splitting each of two blocks into two new blocks. In the either case, it is straightforward to see that, by combining the blocks of s in different ways, more than one noncrossing partition that lies between s and t is obtained. & Let P be a poset and let IntðPÞ ¼ f½x; y j x; yAP; xpyg ordered by inclusion be the poset of intervals between elements of P: We continue the construction of more shadow-matching posets by proving:
Proposition 11. If P is a shadow-matching poset then IntðPÞ is shadow-matching.
Proof. Note first that Dð½x; yÞ ¼ f½x 0 ; y j x 0 ArðxÞg,f½x; y 0 j y 0 ADðyÞg; and rð½x; yÞ ¼ f½x 0 ; y j x 0 ADðxÞg,f½x; y 0 j y 0 ArðyÞg: Let A ¼ ½x; y and let BADðAÞ: We must construct an injective matching f : DðBÞ-DðAÞ:
Case 1: B is of the form ½x 0 ; y; with x 0 ArðxÞ: Let c : rðx 0 Þ-rðxÞ be an injective matching as guaranteed by the shadow-matching property of P: Now construct f as follows: for CADðBÞ; Similar constructions give injective matchings rðAÞ-rðBÞ: & Let P be a poset. A subset ADP is called an ideal (or a down set) if for all x; yAP with xpy and yAA we also have xAA: Let JðPÞ denote the poset of ideals of P ordered by inclusion. JðPÞ is called the lattice of order ideals of P: We conclude this section by giving an example (see Fig. 2 ) to show that P shadow-matching does not imply that JðPÞ is shadow-matching.
The Lehman-Ron property
Definition 12. Let P be a graded poset. We say P has the Lehman-Ron property if whenever we have, for some kol; ADR k ðPÞ; BDR l ðPÞ; and a bijective matching f : A-B (that is, f is a bijection and apfðaÞ for all aAA), then we can find jAj disjoint skipless chains in P which start with elements of A and end with elements of B:
Lehman and Ron [9] proved that the subset lattice has the Lehman-Ron property. Here we generalize their result to shadow-matching posets. In fact, the notion of shadow-matching was developed while studying their proof, and the proof below is essentially the same as theirs.
Theorem 13. Shadow-matching posets have the Lehman-Ron property.
Proof. Let P be a shadow-matching poset. Suppose ADR k ðPÞ and BDR l ðPÞ for some kol; and assume that f : A-B is a bijection with apfðaÞ for all aAA: We want jAj disjoint skipless chains in P which start with elements of A and end with elements of B:
We argue by induction on both jAj and l À k: The base cases are clear: when jAj ¼ 1; there is no obstacle to construct the one chain required; when l À k ¼ 1; the matching is itself the desired set of chains.
The poset ½A; B is shadow-matching. Henceforth we will work entirely inside it, and all references to shadows, shades, etc. will mean shadows and shades in ½A; B: Let C ¼ R kþ1 ðPÞ-½A; B and D ¼ R lÀ1 ðPÞ-½A; B: Our first step is to show that at least one of jCj and jDj is greater than or equal to jAj (of course for the theorem to ARTICLE IN PRESS Fig. 2 . P is shadow-matching while JðPÞ is not.
hold, both must be). Let m be the number of edges in the Hasse diagram between A and C; and let n be the number of edges between B and D:
First suppose jDjojAj: Note that by Remark 3, if yAA and xAD and ypx; then jrðxÞjpjrðyÞj: One way of counting the edges indicated gives
Now pick any yAA: LetÃ ¼ A\fyg andB ¼ B\ffðyÞg: By induction on jAj; there exist jAj À 1 disjoint skipless chains coveringÃ andB: These pass through jAj À 1 distinct elements in D; and by our assumption on jDj; this must be all of D: Then we have
The dual argument shows that jCjojBj implies mon: Thus either jDjXjAj or jCjXjBj; as desired. Henceforth assume jCjXjBj (and argue dually in the other case). Let q ¼ jAj ¼ jBj: Our goal is to find a subset V DC with bijective matchings between V and A and between V and B; and then to apply induction yet again.
Construct a digraph G with vertex set A,B,C,fs; tg: Let s be a source, with edges from s to each element of B; and let t be a sink with edges from each element of A to t: Finally let there be edges from elements of B to elements of C; and from elements of C to elements of A; precisely when the elements in question are comparable in P: We will show that G is q-connected from s to t; that is, removal of less than q nodes from A,B,C will not disconnect s from t:
So assume RDA,B,C with jRjoq: We will show that the removal of R will not disconnect s from t: If R is contained in C; then there is some node zAC\R: This node is connected to some element in A and to some element in B; and thus there remains a path from s to t avoiding R:
So now suppose R is not contained in C:
,f À1 ðB 0 ÞÞ; and B 00 ¼ B\ðB 0 ,fðA 0 ÞÞ: Since f restricts to a matching A 00 -B 00 ; and jA 00 jojAj; we may apply induction to obtain jA 00 j disjoint chains from A 00 to B 00 : Now jA 00 jXq À jA 0 j À jB 0 j; while jC 00 j ¼ jRj À jA 0 j À jB 0 joq À jA 0 j À jB 0 j: Thus there are not enough elements in C 00 to block all of the chains from A 00 to B 00 ; so there is still a chain from s to t avoiding R: Now by Menger's theorem (see, for example, Lawler [8, Theorem 5.2] ), since G is q-connected from s to t; there are q independent directed paths from s to t: This gives a simultaneous bijective matching of A and B with some common subset V of C:
Applying induction (this time on the rank difference) to B and V gives disjoint chains between B and V : This can then be extended by the matching between V and A to give disjoint chains between B and A; as desired. &
The example in Fig. 3 shows that not all posets with Lehman-Ron property are shadow-matching and hence the converse of theorem 13 does not hold.
Our results are also related to (and generalize) results of Greene and Mason on geometric lattices (see Aigner [1, p. 430] ). Let P be a finite geometric lattice of rank n: Greene [4] proved that there is a bijective matching from elements of rank 1; R 1 ðPÞ; to elements of rank n À 1; R nÀ1 ðPÞ: Mason [10] extended Greene's techniques to prove that there exists jR 1 ðPÞj pairwise disjoint skipless chains from R 1 ðPÞ to R nÀ1 ðPÞ: In this paper, we have proved that every geometric lattice has the LehmanRon property (Corollary 8 and Theorem 13). From this the result of Mason follows directly from Greene's matching result.
Shadow-matching and other matching properties for posets
It would be desirable to find the relationship of the shadow-matching property with other matching properties of posets. See Griggs [6] (also Griggs [5] and Engel [3] ) for a discussion of various matching properties and the relationships among them. In this final section, after giving the relevant definitions, we mostly exhibit a number of negative results by providing examples (see Figs. 4-7) . Definition 14. Let P be a finite ranked poset.
(1) P is normalized matching (or has the LYM property) if, for any levels X and Y in P and ZDX ; we have jGðZÞj jY j X jZj jX j ;
where GðZÞ is the set of neighbors of Z in Y (see Anderson [2, Chapter 2] for equivalent conditions). (2) P has the strong matching property if, for any levels L 1 ; L 2 in P such that jL 1 jpjL 2 j; there exists an injective matching from L 1 to a subset of L 2 :
ARTICLE IN PRESS (3) P has the nested chain property (called property N in Griggs [6] ) if there exists a partition of P into chains such that all the chains in the partition are skipless and, for any two chains in the partition, the ranks of elements of one of the chains is a subset of the ranks of the elements of the other. (4) P has the Stanley chain property (also called chain property T in Griggs [6] ) if, for any level L in P; there exists a set of jLj disjoint chains in P such that each chain meets every level of size at least jLj:
Figs. [4] [5] [6] give examples that show none of the above matching properties imply or are implied by shadow-matching. We conclude the paper with a positive result that follows immediately from the definitions and Theorem 13. Recall that a sequence N 0 ; y; N n is unimodal if there is an index j such that N 0 ; y; N j is a non-decreasing sequence and N j ; y; N n is a nonincreasing sequence. A ranked poset is rank-unimodal if the rank numbers (that is, the number of elements of each rank) are a unimodal sequence. Fig. 7 gives an example of shadow-matching poset that is not rank-unimodal.
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Corollary 15. Let P be a rank-unimodal, shadow matching poset with the strong matching property. Then P has the Stanley chain property.
Proof. Let L be any level in P (i.e., L consists of all the elements of P of a certain rank). Since P is rank-unimodal, the levels of size at least jLj will be all the levels between levels n and m for some 0pnpm (for an integer k; level k is the set of all elements of rank k). Since P has the strong matching property there is an injective matching from level n to level m or vice versa. Now, since P is shadow-matching, Theorem 13 applies and we obtain jLj disjoint skipless chains from level n to level m: &
